Appendix 1

CONTEST – Prevent & Protect Overview
Introduction
CONTEST is the UK Government’s Counter Terrorism Strategy. Its aims are to reduce the risk
from terrorism so that people can go about their own lives freely and with confidence – it
consists of 4 thematic strands commonly known as the 4 Ps :Prevent - to stop people becoming terrorists (exploitation of vulnerable people)
Protect - to strengthen our protection against a terrorist attack
Prepare - to mitigate the impact of a terrorist attack
Pursue - to stop terrorist attacks
Although Counter Terrorism policy is not a devolved matter to an extent the delivery
strategy is. In Wales, through the recently revised Contest Cymru Framework, we work in
cooperation with our partner agencies to respond to the threat in a manner that seeks to
safeguard our community and preserve life.

CONTEST Cymru Framework
In late 2020 the new governance structure for CONTEST Cymru was launched. Welsh
Government wanted to ensure consistency and accountability in the delivery of Counter
Terrorism in Wales.
The new framework is managed in parallel with the well-established Local Resilience Forums
(LRF) to reflect the different roles and responsibilities
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Objectives are set by local CONTEST Boards, meeting every three months they work to
standard delivery plans with common outcomes. The boards consist of local partners and
receive Counter Terrorism Local Profile (CTLP) intelligence updates from CT Wales which
help shape and inform local activity. The Ceredigion CONTEST Board is facilitated and
Chaired by officers within the Partnerships and Performance team.
Progress is fed up to regional CONTEST Boards and ultimately to Welsh Government via
National Strategic Boards. (see fig1).
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An important element of the CONTEST Cymru review was the alignment of responsibilities
for Civil Contingency, Local Resilience Forums and CONTEST delivery under one new
National Security portfolio within Welsh Government. This approach capitalises on
collaboration and guards against duplication.

CONTEST Delivery Elements – The 4 P’s
Prevent (duty*)
OUR FOCUS IS TO PREVENT PEOPLE FROM BEING DRAWN INTO EXTREMISM
The Prevent strategy has three objectives:



Challenging the ideology that supports terrorism and those who promote it
Protecting vulnerable people
Supporting sectors and institutions where there are risks of radicalisation

*Section 26 of the Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015 places a duty on certain bodies
(“specified authorities”) in the exercise of their functions, to have “due regard to the need to
prevent people from being drawn into terrorism”).
The remit of ‘Prevent’ was expanded in 2011 to deal with all forms of terrorism and with
non-violent extremism. Terrorists associated with the extreme right also pose a continued
threat to our safety and security this is particularly relevant locally.
Section 36 of the Counter Terrorism and Security Act 2015 sets out the duty on local
authorities and partners of local panels to provide support for people vulnerable to being
drawn into terrorism. In England and Wales, this duty is met through Channel panels, please
see pages 4 and 5 for more detail.

Protect (duty)
WE WILL PROTECT OUR PEOPLE AND PLACES FROM TERRORIST ATTACK
Last Summer, delivering on a manifesto commitment to improve the safety and security of
public venues and spaces, the Home Office launched a public consultation on a proposed
new ‘Protect Duty * This was to reflect on lessons following terrorist attacks in 2017 as well
as more recent attacks.
Ceredigion’s response to the consultation
was coordinated by Civil Contingencies
officers following consultations with
Leadership Group and Elected Members.
Our concerns and observations were also
fed into a regional response.
The Consultation provoked one of the
largest ever number of responses (2700+)
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to a Home Office consultation, the results were released on Monday 10th January 2022.
(See Protect Duty - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
From the Consultation there appears to be wide support for additional protective
responsibilities to be introduced and for a legislative approach, however there are concerns
over resourcing and training.
Although there are no specifics yet published, legislation could realistically take another
year to emerge, many of the Home Office draft proposals were shared prior to the
Consultation reporting.





The Duty will seek to utilise current legislation more effectively, to achieve its
security outcomes in respect of sports grounds, concert stadiums, conference
venues and publicly accessible locations etc. This could potentially bring other
sectors under the Duty, for example, bus and coach operators, commercial ports and
UK flagged ships.
As part of the Duty there may well be enforced requirements which could include
regular security risk assessments and exercised preparedness plans.
The Duty envisages a light touch inspection regime followed by proportionate
enforcement modelling involving civil sanctions.

It is clear that Local Authorities can confidently expect more to be asked of them.

Prepare
WE WILL PREPARE OUR RESPONSE TO ATTACKS AND REDUCE THEIR IMPACT
There are some clear similarities with work already carried out on the resilience side. Hence
the close working relationships and collaboration between LRF’s and CONTEST Boards to
avoid duplication.

Pursue
WE WILL PURSUE TERRORISTS AND WORK TO BRING THEM TO JUSTICE
(POLICE Nat-Security)
This strand is predominantly delivered by Police Counter Terrorism network and National
Security Organisations. No theme exists in isolation however and there are clear areas of
cooperation detailed in the common objectives.
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CONTEST – Safeguarding
‘Channel’ is a voluntary, confidential programme which operates throughout England and
Wales to safeguard people identified as vulnerable to being drawn into terrorism. . The
Channel Panel process is held under the Statutory Duty of Section 36 of the Counter
Terrorism and Security Act 2015. It is a Safeguarding process.
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New Statutory Home Office Guidance 2020
Channel Duty Guidance - Protecting People Vulnerable to being drawn into Terrorism.
More emphasis on:
 Early Intervention / Prevention
 Involving Family Members in the process
 Quality Assurance Framework
Referral Rates: within last year (May 2020 to November 2021) there have been:
 Increased referrals compared to previous years
 Channel Panel process now managed under the Safeguarding Service
Main Themes of the referrals:
 Uncertain/Mixed ideology
 Islamist extremism
What works well in the Channel Panel process:
 Established County wide Multi-Agency including various Council services
 Channel Panel has a Chair and Deputy Chair who have undertaken the Specialist
Home Office Training; Delivering Channel Locally
 Chair is a Local authority Manager with Safeguarding background
 Recent training held for Panel Members, from Dyfed-Powys Police
 Use of Intervention Providers are key in the process
 Access to specialist services who work with people who may be vulnerable to be
drawn in to terrorism

Quality Assurance Framework
Channel Panel Annual Assurance Statement - Completed April 2021.
5 Key Areas of Control (36 Standards in all)
1. Legal Requirements Under the Counter-Terrorism Act 2015
2. Strategic Governance
3. Chairing/Skills Competencies
4. Panel Function and Form
5. Data Protection
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CONTEST – Training Strategy
The right people across the organisation receive
the right level of training required to help them
understand the risk of radicalisation and know
how to access support locally.
(Prevent Duty for LA’s, Benchmark 7)

Introduction
The Prevent Duty Guidance reinforces the importance of offering training to staff in order to
be able to recognise the signs of radicalisation, and be confident in referring individuals who
can then receive support in the pre criminal space.
Ceredigion County Council staff members interact with a wide range of people and are well
placed to identify individuals, families or communities who may be groomed into extremist
or terrorist activity.
To support this objective, Ceredigion County Council Learning and Development team has
worked in partnership with the Community Safety and Safeguarding teams to review and
prioritise its Prevent training across the organisation.
Due to the diversity of frontline roles, a phased approach was adopted ensuring appropriate
staff receive the relevant level of training.
Frontline services were identified and specific frontline roles given priority for training if the
role involved direct regular work with vulnerable individuals, for example, all social care
practitioners, school counsellors, designated safeguarding leads etc.

Levels of Training
Strategic Briefings
CLOS, CMS, Elected Members, Governors
Specialist
Channel Panel
Targeted
Frontline Practitioners (*WRAP)
Awareness Raising

Elearning
*WRAP = Workshop to Raise Awareness of Prevent, for more information please see footnote**
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Summary of Training Progress to Date






WRAP training is available for frontline staff and delivery has moved online and
continued during the pandemic
WRAP training has been promoted and is available to Ceredigion County Council
commissioned services and our partners
Corporate Managers based in the Through Age and Wellbeing Service received
specialist ‘Prevent and Channel Panel Awareness’ training, delivered by Dyfed Powys
Police (July 2021)
A Prevent ‘Strategic Briefing’ was delivered to senior leaders across the Council in
November 2021

Future Training Plans




Development of an in house e-learning package for relevant members of staff and
supporting guidance (7 minute briefing document for staff)
Delivery of tailored training for Elected Members to raise awareness and support
them to understand their role in the Duty – (date to be confirmed for 2022)
Strategic Briefing for School Governors and Head-teachers - refresher/update on
Prevent

**What is Wrap Training?
 Home Office approved and delivered by accredited trainers
 3hrs 45 minutes duration
Training Aims
 Understand Prevent Strategy
 Recognise the indicators of vulnerability to radicalisation
 Know how to respond to and report concerns
Who is it aimed at?
 All front line staff who have regular direct contact with adults, children and
young people
 Senior officers and supervisors to whom other staff may come to for advice
 All staff that have roles that mean they have responsibility for the safety of
children and adults
 All staff in roles who will have key responsibilities for the protection of children
and adults who may need to support other staff with procedures.
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